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Introducing mobile multimedia – the technologies, digital rights management and everything else you need to know for delivering cost efficient multimedia to mobile terminals
    

    Efficiency and cost effectiveness within multimedia delivery is fast becoming a hot topic in wireless communications, with mobile operators competing to offer inexpensive, reliable services. The selection of an appropriate technology and matching it with the offered mix of services will be essential to achieve the market success.    

    

    Multimedia Broadcasting and Multicasting in Mobile Networks discusses multimedia services, introducing the potentials and limitations of the multicasting and broadcasting technologies. The authors address the key points related to the deployment of the technology including digital rights management issues, particularly important in terms of the large, business scale deployment of multimedia services and business models. The book discusses the early trials and deployment of Internet Protocol Datacasting (IPDC) and Multimedia Broadcast/Multicast Service (MBMS) and offers an introduction to multicasting in wireless cellular networks.    

    

    Multimedia Broadcasting and Multicasting in Mobile Networks:    

    

    

    

	Offers a tutorial introduction to multicasting in wireless cellular networks      
	Provides an overview of the current technologies that deliver mobile multimedia, weighing of the potentials and limitations of various solutions      
	Includes the early trials and deployment of Internet Protocol Datacasting (IPDC) and Multimedia Broadcast/Multicast Service (MBMS)      
	Details Digital Rights Management (DRM), MediaFLO, Digital Multimedia Broadcasting (DMB), Terrestrial Integrated Services Digital Broadcasting (ISDB-T) and others      
	Contains business models, trials and user feedback      


    

    This book provides mobile operators, graduate engineers, network designers and strategists in mobile engineering with a thorough understanding of mobile multimedia and its impact on the telecommunications industry. Undergraduate and postgraduate students studying telecommunications will also find this book of interest.     
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TABLEAU FOR BUSINESS USERS: A hands-on approachIndependent Publishers Group, 2021

	Data-Driven decision making is no longer a "nice to have" in today's context but an absolute must. Unfortunately, most business users don't necessarily have the right tools and the skills to question the data and derive meaningful insights. This is where Tableau, as a data visualization tool, shines and provides an...
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The Complete Idiot's Guide to LinuxAlpha, 1999
Complete Idiot's Guide To Linux, Second Edition, covers: Preparing to install the system, Using shells and online documentation, The X Windows graphical interface, Networking and Internet, Administration, Configuring Linux for multimedia , and A guide to available software and tools.  If you have been wanting to get started using Linux, but are not...
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Color Atlas of Human Poisoning and EnvenomingCRC Press, 2006

	The field of medical toxicology can be simply divided into animal and human poisonings from animal, plant,

	or man-made sources. Even more precisely, toxinology is the study of poisoning and envenoming by biological

	organisms, and toxicology is the study of human poisoning from manmade sources. Living organisms,

	such as animals,...
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Introduction to Fluid MechanicsButterworth-Heinemann, 1999

	Fluid mechanics is often seen as the most difficult core subject encountered by engineering students. The problem stems from the necessity to visualise complex flow patterns and fluid behaviour modelled by high level mathematics. This text overcomes this difficulty by introducing the concepts through everyday examples, before moving on to the...
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Emergency Cross Sectional Imaging, An Issue of Radiologic Clinics, 1e (The Clinics: Radiology)Saunders, 2007

	[Radiologic Clinics of North America, Volume 45, Number 3> Univ. of Rochester, NY. Topics include acute flank pain secondary to urolithiasis, current concepts in imaging of appendicitis, computer tomography for venous thromboembolic disease, cross-sectional imaging in acute pancreatitis, review of CT angiography of aorta, and more. For...
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Python Scripting for Computational Science (Texts in Computational Science and Engineering)Springer, 2008
The goal of this book is to teach computational scientists how to develop tailored, flexible, and human-efficient working environments built from small programs (scripts) written in the easy-to-learn, high-level language Python. The focus is on examples and applications of relevance to computational scientists: gluing existing applications and...
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